
Carter Hendricksen (North Florida) 6’7” 217 lbs. F (film 012-02-2020 vs HP) Report #1

Started the game with a three from the left wing after setting an off ball screen. Finished a
circus reverse layup going from the left to the right side of the basket. Did a good job of running
shooters off the three point line. Does not possess great athleticism but has good size and
frame with above average mobility. Grabbed offensive rebound but lost control of the ball. Not
much of a ball handler but the ball does not stick in his hands. Went through a few series
without touching the ball on offense but was still engaged on both ends of the floor. Right
handed shooter with a very quick release and rises well off the floor on release. He showed
some versatility after getting a rebound and running the ball up the court and kicking it out
after driving. Is a capable rebounder and has a good motor after grabbing some tough rebounds
in traffic.

He allowed an entry pass to him in the post to be tipped and stolen. If he is not posting up
underneath the rim then he is most likely standing in the corner or hovering around the three
point line. Made a quick three from the left corner right before halftime. Made another three
from the left wing. Was not afraid to contest a dunk attempt from a more explosive player. Shot
a hook over his outside shoulder along the baseline but missed. Great free throw shooting form
and percentage. Was able to use his length to jump a passing lane and got a steal. Lack of
explosiveness and verticality results in little or no blocks whatsoever. He finished the game with
23 points and 8 rebounds. And shot 5 of 8 from the three point line.


